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Abstract

The detection of cloudiness is investigated by means of partial and total cloud amount
estimations from pyrgeometer radiation measurements and all-sky imager observa-
tions. The measurements have been performed in Westerland, a seaside resort on the
North Sea island of Sylt, Germany, during summer 2005.5

An improvement to previous studies on this subject results from the fact that for
the first time partial cloud amount (PCA), defined as total cloud amounts without
high clouds, calculations from longwave downward radiation (LDR) according to the
APCADA-Algorithm (Dürr and Philipona, 2004) are validated against both human ob-
servations from the German Weather Service DWD at the nearby airport of Sylt and10

digital all-sky imaging.
Differences between the resulting total cloud amounts (TCA’s), defined as total cloud

amount for all-cloud situations, derived from the camera images and from human ob-
servations are within ±1 octa in 72% and within ±2 octa in 85% of the cases. Compared
to human observations PCA measurements according to APCADA underestimate the15

observed cloud cover in 47% of all cases and the differences are within ±1 octa in 60%
and ±2 octa in 74% of all cases. Since high cirrus clouds can not be derived from LDR,
separate comparisons for all cases without high clouds have been performed show-
ing an agreement within ±1(2) octa in 73(90)% for PCA and also for camera derived
TCA. For this coastal mid-latitude site under investigation we find similar though slightly20

smaller agreements to human observations as reported in Dürr and Philipona (2004).
Though limited to day-time the cloud cover retrievals from the sky imager are not much
affected by cirrus clouds and provide a more reliable cloud climatology for all-cloud
conditions than APCADA.
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1 Introduction

Surface based observations of cloud amount and cloud type are a valuable source of
information for the interpretation the surface radiation budget and for the validation of
satellite based retrievals of cloud and radiation properties (Hollmann et al., 2006). To
this end, automated systems are required that monitor and archive cloudy sky infor-5

mations with high accuracy and reliability. Several authors introduced various “all-sky
cameras” (Oznovitch et al., 1994; Shields et al., 1998; Long et al., 2001; Morris, 2004;
Feister et al., 2000; Pfister et al., 2003; Beaubien and Bisberg, 1999) to estimate
cloud amounts directly from digital full sky imaging. Unless high-cost thermal camera
systems are used, this method is restricted to daylight conditions. Furthermore, the10

interpretation of sky images in terms of cloud cover is subject to a number of system-
atical errors as will be described below. Other cloud detection methods are based
on shortwave downward radiation measurements by means of pyranometer (Long and
Ackermann, 2000), which also works for daytime only.

Dürr and Philipona (2004) developed the Automatic Partial Cloud Amount Detec-15

tion Algorithm APCADA algorithm for estimating the cloud amount without high clouds,
which they denote as Partial Cloud Amount (PCA), directly from longwave downward
radiation (LDR), air temperature and humidity for several Apline Surface Radiation Bud-
get (ASRB) and Baseline Surface Radiation Network (BSRN, Ohmura et al., 1998) sta-
tions. Thus, APCADA only requires a ventilated pyrgeometer for measuring LDR, and20

standard meteorological observations. APCADA is used for testing atmospheric profil-
ing products (Ruffieux et al., 2005), and for identifying cloud free situations for climate
research (Sutter et al., 2006).

During summer 2005 the Institute for Medical Climatology at the University of Kiel
and the IFM-GEOMAR have undertaken a cloud and radiation measurement campaign25

on the north sea island of Sylt focusing on the cloud induced excess solar and UV ra-
diation at the surface (Schade et al., 2007). Because of the availability of pyrgeometer
data during this campaign it was possible to also derive cloud cover estimates from the
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APCADA algorithm. The aim of the present work is to quantify the random and system-
atic errors of cloud cover retrieval from full sky imagers and from APCADA compared
to those from human observations. As APCADA is not sensitive to high ice clouds,
the comparison is divided into situations for all clouds, and for situations for all clouds
without high clouds. Calculations of the total cloud cover from all-sky images are de-5

scribed in detail by Schade et al. (2007) and Schade (2005). As APCADA requires an
adjustment to local cloud free LDR conditions, the method and its application to the
Sylt-observations is described in Sect. 2.3 in more detail. The quality of both cloud
cover estimations in comparison to synoptical observations from the German Weather
Service DWD at the airport Sylt is presented and discussed in Sect. 3 followed by a10

summary and conclusion.

2 Measurements

From April to August 2005 measurements of shortwave and longwave downward ra-
diation, all-sky imager, and standard meteorological data have been performed at the
seaside radiation measurement station of the Institute for Medical Climatology in the15

north of Westerland/Sylt, Germany. In addition, hourly standard synoptical observa-
tions including cloud cover and cloud type are carried out by the National Meteorolog-
ical Service DWD at the airport of Sylt, about 1 km east of the seaside station, on a
routinely basis. Given this small distance it is assumed that cloud observations from
the DWD station are representative for the conditions at the seaside station.20

2.1 All-Sky Camera

In this study the same prototype all-sky CCD-camera as described in Schade et al.
(2007) is used. Therefore, only the general method is briefly described here. After
labeling each sky pixel of the all-sky images as clear or cloudy by their red/blue ratio,
the total cloud amount (TCA) is simply taken from the ratio of the cloudy to all pixel. The25
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threshold of labeling a pixel as cloudy was selected as red/blue ratio of above 0.75. No
cosine weighting of the pixel with respect to the viewing zenith angle has been applied,
since cloud sides at the boundary of the images would be misinterpreted as cloudy
pixel, i.e. the larger portion of sky seen at lower elevation angles has not been taken
into account.5

The total cloud amount derived from the camera is set to 0 octa for TCA < 0.016 and
to 8 octa for TCA ≥ 0.981. Both thresholds were chosen from a visual inspection of sky
images that have been identified as clear and overcast by the observer. Further details
for the image processing and interpretation can be found in Schade et al. (2007).

2.2 Radiation measurements10

Measurements of longwave downward irradiation (LDR) at the surface have been per-
formed with a ventilated pyrgeometer (CG4, Kipp & Zonen, Delft, the Netherlands).
The output signal was recorded by a digital voltmeter (DMM Model 2000/2000 SCAN,
Keithley Instruments Inc. Cleveland, Ohio, USA). A measurement frequency of 1.0 Hz
was used. The LDR data have been averaged to 10 min. since APCADA is optimized15

for a 10 min resolution (Dürr and Philipona, 2004).
Exact coincidence of the radiation measurements and the all-sky camera images

was achieved by synchronization of the computers, using radio controlled clocks
(DCF77 radio-clock PCI511, Meinberg Funkuhren, Bad Pyrmont, Germany). Daily
inspections of the pyrgeometer have been carried out to ensure that no sea salt, sand,20

or other contaminations might have effected the measurements.

2.3 APCADA

The use of APCADA requires an adjustment of certain algorithm parameters to clear
sky conditions. Therefore, the following section provides a detailed description of the
procedures that are required to apply APCADA.25

With the exception of high and cold ice clouds cloud bases have larger and stronger
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fluctuating LDR than the cloud free atmosphere. On this basis Dürr and Philipona
(2004) have developed the Automatic Partial Cloud Amount Detection Algorithm AP-
CADA for estimating the partial cloud amount without high clouds (PCA).

The determination of PCA according to APCADA is based on two parameters. The
Cloud-Free Index (CFI) is based on the Clear-Sky Index (CSI) by Marty and Philipona5

(2000), which is used primarily to find clear-sky situations in climate research, and
calculated from LDR measurements as

CFI=
LDR

εACσT
4
L

, (1)

with

εAC=εAD+[k(t)+∆k(t)]
(
e
TL

)1/7

, (2)10

as described in Brutsaert (1975), where σ is the Stephan-Boltzmann constant, TL the
air temperature in Kelvin, εAC the emissivity of a cloud-free sky, εAD a constant value
of 0.23, e the water vapor pressure in Pascal, k(t) and ∆k(t) time-dependent functions
describing the diurnal course of the clear-sky emissivity,

k(t)=k̄+kamp ∗ cos(ωt−π
4

), (3)15

∆k(t)=∆̄k+∆kamp ∗ cos(ωt−π
4

). (4)

Both functions have to be fitted to observations of clear skies for day- and night-time
separately, in the following denoted by the indices day and night. The day-fit should
be performed three hours after local noon when the temperature reaches maximum
values, i.e. at 16:30 MESZ (14:30 UTC) for the position of Sylt. For longterm measure-20

ments the algorithm adjustment has to further distinguish between summer and winter
conditions. Initial calculations for the daytime fit are performed with a first guess of
k(t)+∆k(t)=0.48 .
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Cloud-free and overcast cases have to be separated from partly cloudy situations
by comparing the standard deviation of LDR over 2 h around 16:30 MESZ. Figure 1
shows the resulting CFI for manually detected cloud conditions. The data reveal that
cloud-free cases are characterized by a CFI-threshold of 0.951.

The crosses in Fig. 2 show the observed clear-sky emissivity (epsA) as a function of5

the ratio of the actual water vapor pressure and the absolute temperature. The best-fit
(shown as open circles) is calculated by varying k at ∆k(t)=0. The resulting best fit
kday is 0.425. ∆kday is calculated at the mean value of e/T, i.e. at 5 Pa/K for the day
values shown in Figure 2:

∆kday=
εAC,y1

−εAC,y

(e/T )1/7
=0.035. (5)10

The constant values for the nighttime fit are calculated in a similar manner resulting in
knight=0.446 and ∆knight=0.026. Thus,

k̄=(kday+knight)/2, (6)

and

kamp=kday(night)−k̄, (7)15

can be inserted in Eq. (3), analogous ∆̄k and ∆kamp in Eq. (4).
The LDR variability during the last hour (STD LDR) is required to identify cloudiness

by means of an increased variability compared to cloud-free (low CFI) and overcast
(high CFI) situations. Figure 3 shows STD LDR and CFI as a function of cloud cover
from the synoptical observations. The region of the upper and lower quartile in the20

data is indicated by the box. The extent of the rest of the data is given by the error bar.
It can be seen that the CFI is increasing with increasing cloud cover, and that 0 octa
and 8 octa skies are clearly distinguished by the CFI. This is important because STD
LDR is similar for both cases and cannot be used as an additional information. The
CFI error bars in the diagram further show that neighbored octa values can often not25
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be distinguished from the CFI data alone. Also it can bee seen in the diagram that STD
LDR error bars for 6–8 octa extent equally which in turn should lead to errors in the
classification as will be shown below.

Three thresholds, 1+az, 1+bz and 1+cz are defined, with

z=
1

εAC
−1, (8)5

a=0.12, b=0.21, and c=0.38, to separate CFI into different sectors. Dürr and Philipona
(2004) have derived the factors a, b, and c at a radiation measurement station at Pay-
erne, Switzerland, and found these factors be appropriate for other Swiss stations,
for Ny Ålesund, Spitzbergen (78.93◦ N, 11.95◦ E), for the Marshall Islands (8.72◦ N,
167.73◦ E) and several other as well. Therefore, we assume that these factors will also10

be appropriate for the position of Sylt.
The final APCADA scheme according to Dürr and Philipona (2004) for estimating the

partial cloud amount (PCA) in “octa” is shown in Table 4.

3 Results

To define the quality of the automated camera based retrievals of cloud amounts (TCA)15

and of APCADA (PCA), results are both compared to synoptical observations. Since
these observations were made on the hour, all TCA’s and PCA’s are taken as close
as possible to the observation time. In total, a dataset of 1605 TCA’s and PCA’s is
investigated. Although it is obvious that APCADA will always underestimate TCA in
the presence of cirrus clouds we still include APCADA results in the TCA comparison20

in order to quantify the resulting APCADA bias for observations where no additional
informations on the presence of cirrus clouds are available.

For the comparison we choose the same Score-Index as defined by Dürr and
Philipona (2004),

Score=100
n(±1(2) octa)

n
(%), (9)25
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where n(±1(2) octa) are cases with a maximum difference of 1(2) octa between TCA (PCA)
and observations and n the number of cases.

3.1 Total cloud amount comparison

Figure 4 shows the frequency distribution of the differences in total cloud amount
derived from the full sky camera and the synoptical observations (upper diagram),5

and from APCADA and the synoptical observations (lower diagram). TCA’s from the
camera slightly overestimate the observations with nearly symmetrical biases towards
larger and smaller cloud cover values. The overall bias is -0.01 octa, the mean cloud
amount for the observations is 5.21 octa, for the camera’s TCA 5.20 octa. Because of
the insensitivity to the presence of ice clouds APCADA underestimates the observed10

cloud cover (46.98% of all cases) by an overall bias of −1.01 octa, which can be directly
seen from the asymmetry of the frequency distribution. The mean cloud amount from
APCADA is 4,2 octa. APCADA shows much smaller overestimations (with respect to
the synoptical observations) than the camera. In the camera data clear sky regions
near the sun location often appear as cloudy due to intense scattering at aerosols.15

Within a tolerance of ±1(2) octa the camera TCA’s reflect the observations in 72
(58)% of all cases, the APCADA based cloud cover within 60 (74)% of all cases.

The frequency of detected cloud cover from all three data sets is shown in Fig. 5.
The camera better reflects the high occurances of 7 octa and 8 octa, in contrast to the
APCADA data. This is again most likely caused by the fact that APCADA misses high20

clouds. The good agreement between synoptical observations and camera data at 0
and at 8 octa is partly artificial because of the correspondingly chosen clear sky and
overcast thresholds used in the camera algorithm. In general camera based cloud
cover better reflects the observations than the APCADA data. Interestingly, 6 octa
cases are hardly detected by APCADA. This is not caused by missing cirrus clouds as25

will be shown in the next section.
Figure 6 shows the mean diurnal course of the ±1 octa and the ±2 octa Score-Index

for camera and APCADA cloud cover estimates. Again, because of its insensitivity
13487
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to cirrus clouds APCADA yields lower scores in the range of 60 [70]% at ±1 [2] octa,
whereas the camera skill is 80 [90]% at ± 1 [2] octa. Both cloud cover skills show no
pronounced diurnal cycle. The camera based cloud cover has the lowest skill at dawn,
most likely caused by a color shift towards red in the RGB pixel during sunset and
sunrise.5

An example case for large disagreements between all three methods is given in
Fig. 7. While the observer says 4 octa, the camera’s TCA were calculated to 7 octa and
APCADA’s cloud cover was estimated as 2 octa because APCADA did not detect the
cirrus clouds shown in the picture. The misinterpretation of the camera’s TCA is most
likely due to the reduced fraction of blue color at dawn.10

3.2 Partial cloud amount comparison

In the present section the cloud cover data of all three data sets will be compared for
cirrus-free conditions, which are denoted as “partial cloud amount” (PCA) by Dürr and
Philipona (2004). This provides a true validation of the APCADA algorithm whereas the
previous section pointed more at potential user errors that can result if the algorithm15

is not correctly applied to those atmospheric conditions for which it was designed. By
manual inspection of all digital sky images all sky cases where cirrus clouds contribute
to the total cloud cover have been excluded. As the presence of cirrus clouds is very
easily seen both from its structure and its slow advection velocity (seen in fast mo-
tion animation) we assume that most if not all cirrus-contaminated cases have been20

correctly removed.
Figure 8 shows again the frequency distribution of differences in cloud amount be-

tween camera results and synoptical observations (upper diagram), and between the
APCADA results and the observations (lower diagram). In comparison to Fig. 4 the
negative camera errors (i.e. cloud cover underestimation with respect to the synoptical25

observations) have been reduced. Apparently, large errors in the camera based esti-
mate of cloud cover occur in the presence of the semi transparent cirrus clouds, where
the red-to-blue ratio of the camera pixel is close to those for clear skies. The error
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distribution is more skewed towards −1 octa differences, which may be due to a shift
of large negative errors to smaller values. On the other side, cloud cover overestima-
tion by the camera is not much affected when cirrus clouds are excluded. Overall the
cloud cover estimate has been improved from 72 (85)% within ±1 (2) octa at all-cloud
conditions to 78 (89)% within ±1 (2) octa at no-cirrus conditions, the overall bias now5

is 0.02 octa, the mean cloud amount values are 5.36 octa for the observations dataset
and 5.38 octa the the camera’s TCA dataset. Not surprisingly, the APCADA errors are
strongly reduced compared to the all-cloud comparison because of the exclusion of
cloud cover underestimations in the presence of cirrus clouds. The overall bias could
be reduced from -1.01 to -0.28 octa and a mean cloud amount of 5.08 octa. Cloud10

cover overestimation by APCADA is not much affected. The cloud cover estimate has
been improved from 60 (75)% within ±1 (2) octa at all-cloud conditions to 73 (89)%
within ±1 (2) octa at no-cirrus conditions.

Figure 9 shows the frequency of detected cloud cover from all three data sets. The
exclusion of cirrus clouds does not change much the octa-distribution in the synoptical15

observations compared to Fig. 5. Largest differences between camera and synoptical
observations occur at 1 octa and at 7 octa. However, the sum of cloud cover frequen-
cies at 6 and at 7 octa is nearly the same in both data sets with an underestimation at
6 octa compensated by an overestimation at 7 octa. In other words, the camera data
tend to underestimate the 6 octa clouds on the expense of the 7 octa clouds. A possi-20

ble explanation is the frequently occurring direct sun contribution through altocumulus
clouds which is often recognized as cloud by the camera algorithm. The same misin-
terpretation is also seen in the all-cloud data comparison. A similar misclassification
may also be possible at 1 and 2 octa. Here, the camera overestimates cloud cover at
1 octa and underestimates cloud cover at 2 octa. Since the lower 15◦ zenith angle are25

excluded in the camera based cloud cover algorithm to avoid cloud side contamination,
cloud fields near the horizon are not detected. A typical example are land-sea-breeze
induced clouds under otherwise clear sky high pressure weather conditions.

The APCADA based cloud cover distribution now fits much better to the synoptical
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observations compared to Fig. 5. However, APCADA still strongly underestimates 6
and 7 octa skies, and equally strongly overestimates 8 octa skies. Because APCADA
only uses the standard deviation of the longwave downwelling radiation to distinguish
between 6, 7 and 8 octa (see Table 4), and because medium level altocumulus clouds
have rather small LDR variability, it is most likely this specific cloud type with 6 and5

7 octa that is categorized as 8 octa in APCADA.
Figure 10 again shows the mean diurnal cycle of the Score-Index for a tolerance

of ±1 (upper diagram) and ±2 (lower diagram) octa for camera and APCADA based
cloud cover estimates. APCADA yields lower scores in the range of 70 to 80% at
±1 octa, whereas the camera skill is between 75 and 85%. The exclusion of cirrus10

clouds shows a slight improvement in the camera cloud data skill and as expected a
strong improvement for the APCADA based cloud amounts. For the 1 octa tolerance
the camera provides higher skills and at 2 octa tolerance both data sets have compa-
rable skills. The generally good agreement in the skill of both data sets may be due the
fact that misclassifications of both camera algorithm and APCADA usually occur within15

neighbored octa-classes as discussed above.
As an example for the generally good agreement between all three data sets Fig. 11

shows a situation where observer, APCADA and camera algorithm give 5 octa cloud
cover. Most important, no cirrus clouds are present that could bias APCADA results.
Furthermore, the sky is very clear without atmospheric aerosol or haze contaminations,20

which minimizes camera misclassification.

4 Summary and conclusions

A cloud and radiation measurement campaign during summer 2005 on the Island of
Sylt has been utilized to investigate the quality of ground based cloud cover retrieval
from a digital all-sky imager and from longwave downwelling radiation (APCADA).25

Synoptical observations of cloud amount at a nearby observer station of the DWD
have been used as validation truth. The APCADA algorithm introduced by Dürr and
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Philipona (2004) has been adjusted to the clear sky conditions at this measurement
site. Although APCADA is not designed for high cold cirrus clouds a first validation for
all-cloud situations (total cloud amount, TCA) has been performed in order to point at
potential user errors that can result if the algorithm is not correctly applied. TCA’s from
the camera slightly overestimate the synoptical observations with nearly symmetrical5

biases towards larger and smaller cloud cover values. The camera-based score-skill is
80 [90]% at ±1 [2] octa tolerance. APCADA underestimates the observed cloud cover
in 47% of all cases resulting in a mean bias of −1.01 octa. Because of its insensitivity
to cirrus clouds APCADA yields lower scores in the range of 60 [70]% at ±1 [2] octa.

The validation for partial cloud amount PCA (all cases without cirrus) yields a slight10

improvement for the camera based cloud score-skills from 72 (85)% within ±1 (2) octa
at all-cloud conditions to 78 (89)% within ±1 (2) at no-cirrus conditions. As expected,
APCADA strongly improves from 60 (75)% within ±1 (2) octa at all-cloud conditions
to 73 (89)% within ±1 (2) octa at no-cirrus conditions. Both data sets show no de-
pendency of their score-skills on the diurnal cycle. The investigation of cloud-cover15

errors by cloud cover classes shows that the high skill of both data sets may be caused
by misclassifications of both camera algorithm and APCADA within neighbored octa-
classes.

We conclude that an operational use of APCADA provides reliable statistics of PCA.
However, to this end an additional information on the presence of cirrus clouds is re-20

quired. The incorrect application of APCADA for all-cloud conditions yields unaccept-
able systematic errors. Our error estimates of APCADA for PCA is slightly larger than
that reported by Dürr and Philipona (2004) which may be caused by the shorter time
series investigated in our work, which in turn may have caused a less optimal fit of the
emissivity for cloud-free conditions.25

Though limited to day-time the cloud cover retrievals from the sky imager are not
much affected by cirrus clouds and provide a more acceptable cloud climatology for
all-cloud conditions. However, the exclusion of cirrus clouds also yields a small im-
provement in the cloud cover identification.
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Table 1. PCA=Partial Cloud Amount, CFI=Cloud Free Index, STD LDR=Variability of longwave
downward radiation.

APCADA

CFI (x) STD LDR (y), W/m2 PCA
x≤ 1 y≤0.5 0
x≤ 1 0.5<y ≤ 2 1
x≤ 1 y>2 2
1< x ≤ (1+az) y ≤ 1 1
1< x ≤ (1+az) 1<y ≤ 2 2
1< x ≤ (1+az) y> 2 3
(1+az)<x ≤ (1+bz) y≤ 1 2
(1+az)<x ≤ (1+bz) y> 1 4
(1+bz)<x ≤ (1+cz) y≤ 4 5
(1+bz)<x ≤ (1+cz) y> 4 6
x>(1+cz) y> 8 6
x>(1+cz) 2< y ≤ 8 7
x>(1+cz) y≤ 2 8
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Fig. 1. Cloud-Free Index values for summerdays, 16:30 MESZ, 2005. All values below the
0.951 threshold are identifed as cloud free skies.
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Fig. 2. Emissivity of the cloud-free atmosphere for all cases shown in Fig. 1 with CFI<0.951,
16:30 MESZ, 2005.
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Fig. 3. Cloud-Free Index and Standard Deviation of LDR compared to synoptical observations,
14:00 MESZ, April–August 2005.
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Fig. 4. Frequency distribution of the differences in cloud amounts between all-sky camera,
APCADA, and synoptical observations by the DWD (airport Sylt), April–August 2005.
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Fig. 5. Frequency distribution of the cloud amounts from all-sky camera, APCADA, and syn-
optical observations by the DWD (airport Sylt), April–August 2005.
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Fig. 6. Mean diurnal course of Score Index for ±1 octa (top), and 2 octa (bottom) difference to
the observations for all-sky camera and APCADA.
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Fig. 7. Example of a bad agreement in cloud amount estimation for observations, APCADA,
and all-sky camera, 17 June 2005, 22:00 MESZ.
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APCADA−Observations: 73.35% +− 1 octa / 88.96% +− 2 octa

Fig. 8. As Fig. 4, but for all cases without cirrus clouds.
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Fig. 9. As Fig. 5, but for all cases without cirrus clouds.
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Fig. 10. As Fig. 6, but for all cases without cirrus clouds.
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Fig. 11. Example of a good agreement in cloud amount estimation for observations, APCADA,
and all-sky camera, 17 June 2005, 21:00 MESZ.
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